Abstract. This paper introduces methods for classifying actions of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras on path algebras of quivers, and more generally on tensor algebras T B (V ) where B is a semisimple k-algebra and V is a B-bimodule. We do this by working within the broader framework of finite (multi-)tensor categories C, parameterizing tensor algebras in C in terms of C-module categories. We utilize this parametrization to obtain two classification results for actions of semisimple Hopf algebras: the first for actions which preserve the ascending filtration on tensor algebras, and the second for actions which preserve the descending filtration on completed tensor algebras. Extending to more general fusion categories, we illustrate our parameterization result for tensor algebras in the pointed fusion categories Vec ω G and in group-theoretical fusion categories, especially for the representation category C = Rep(H 8 ) of the Kac-Paljutkin Hopf algebra. Finally returning to path algebras of quivers, we give criteria for an indecomposable semisimple algebra in a group-theoretical fusion category to be commutative upon applying a fiber functor.
Introduction
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. One motivation of this work is to continue the last two authors' study of finite quantum symmetries of path algebras of quivers kQ. As finite groups are viewed classically as collections of finite symmetries (i.e., automorphisms of finite order) of a given algebra, finite-dimensional Hopf algebras are widely accepted to be an algebraic structure that captures an algebra's finite quantum symmetries. The main two classes of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras over k are those that are semisimple (as a k-algebra, that is, all of its modules can be decomposed into a direct sum of simple modules), and those that are pointed (as a k-coalgebra, that is, all of its simple comodules are 1-dimensional). The actions of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf algebras on path algebras were investigated previously in [KW16] , and one aim of the work here is to study actions of semisimple Hopf algebras on kQ. To achieve this, we establish a broader framework: we analyze tensor algebras in finite multi-tensor categories, which includes actions of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras on path algebras of quivers as a special case.
We begin by providing preliminary results on tensor algebras T S (E) in finite multi-tensor categories C; here, S is an exact algebra in C and E is an S-bimodule in C; these are referred to as C-tensor algebras [Definition 3.2]. (We can allow T S (E) to be in the ind-completion of C, but omit further mention of this technicality throughout the introduction.) Our first result is that any tensor algebra in C can be decomposed into minimal ones in the sense that E is indecomposable [Proposition 3.6]. Then our main result, Theorem 3.10, classifies (minimal) tensor algebras in a given finite multi-tensor category C; this classification is given in terms of C-module categories M and (indecomposable) objects in Fun C (M, M). The classification in Theorem 3.10 is up to equivalence of C-tensor algebras T S (E) [Definition 3.4], which is a notion of equivalence induced by Morita equivalence of the base algebra S. This framework and main result are established in Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
In the case when C is multi-fusion, we show that there are only finitely many isomorphism classes of minimal faithful C-tensor algebras T S (E), up to Morita equivalence of S and up to isomorphism class of E [Corollary 3.13]. We also study in Section 3.3 certain filtration preserving actions of semisimple Hopf algebras on tensor k-algebras and their completions that do not fit within the framework above, a priori, but can be classified up to isomorphism by Theorem 3.10 with additional arguments. See Proposition 3.16 and Theorem 3.20. Now an advantage of our categorical framework for studying finite-dimensional Hopf algebra actions on tensor algebras is that there are many finite (multi-)tensor categories C over which (indecomposable) semisimple C-module categories are concretely understood, especially in terms of elementary group-theoretic data. Our main result [Theorem 3.10] then allows us to parametrize tensor algebras in such finite tensor categories by elementary group-theoretic data. For instance, due to results of Ostrik [Ost03b] and Natale [Nat17] , this is true for the pointed fusion category Vec ω G , whose objects are G-graded finite-dimensional vector spaces, for G a finite group, where the associativity constraint is given by ω ∈ H 3 (G, k × ) [Proposition 4.3] . Using this result, we study minimal Vec ω G -tensor algebras, via several detailed examples, in Section 4. Indecomposable semisimple module categories over group-theoretical fusion categories C are also completely understood in terms of group-theoretic data, and we exploit this in Section 5 to examine tensor algebras in such categories C, especially for those equipped with a fiber functor. We proceed in Section 5.2 to describe indecomposable semisimple algebras in C, then use this to explicitly classify indecomposable semisimple algebras in the representation category of the Kac-Paljutkin Hopf algebra H 8 in Section 5.3.
One could also apply Theorem 3.10 to study tensor algebras in other finite tensor categories for which semisimple module categories are understood, and we leave this to future investigation. One could consider, for instance, the Drinfeld center of Vec Finally, in Section 6 we return to our study of finite-dimensional Hopf algebra actions on path algebras of quivers, by first introducing the notion of a C-path algebra for a finite tensor category C equipped with a fiber functor F [Definition 6.1]. This is simply a C-tensor algebra T S (E) in the case when F (S) is a commutative k-algebra; see Remark 6.2 for justification of this terminology. We determine in this section necessary and sufficient conditions when C-tensor algebra is a C-path algebra, for C group-theoretical, and end with a discussion of Rep(H 8 )-path algebras in Example 6.13.
Background material
In this section, we provide a review of certain monoidal categories, namely (multi-)tensor and (multi-) fusion categories. We also review module categories over and algebraic structures within these monoidal categories. We refer the reader to the text [EGNO15] and the references therein for further details.
A fiber functor on a tensor category C is an exact faithful tensor functor F : C → Vec such that F (1) = k, equipped with natural isomorphisms F (X) ⊗ F (Y ) ∼ → F (X ⊗ Y ) for all X, Y ∈ C. Examples of fiber functors include forgetful functors on Rep(G), on Rep(H), and on Vec G . But there does not exist a fiber functor on Vec ω G when ω is cohomologically nontrivial [EGNO15, Example 5.1.3]. A tensor category C is called pointed if all of its simple objects are invertible, i.e., X ⊗X * ∼ = X * ⊗X ∼ = 1 via the co/evaluation maps for all X ∈ C. Examples of invertible objects include 1-dimensional representations in Rep(G) for a group G. Hence, Rep(G) is a pointed tensor category when G is an abelian group. The categories Vec, Vec G , and Vec ω G , for a finite group G, are also pointed tensor categories [EGNO15, Example 5.11.2]. A (multi-)fusion category is a finite semisimple (multi-)tensor category C. Examples of fusion categories include Rep(H) where H is a semisimple Hopf algebra, and also include Vec, Vec G , and Vec ω G . Next, we turn our attention to module categories. A left module category over a multi-tensor category C is a locally finite, k-linear abelian category M equipped with a bifunctor ⊗ : C × M → M which is bilinear on morphisms and exact in the first variable, a natural isomorphism for associativity satisfying the pentagon axiom, and for each M ∈ M a natural isomorphism 1 ⊗ M ∼ → M satisfying the triangle axiom. Right module categories are defined analogously. A module category M over C is indecomposable if it is nonzero and is not equivalent to a direct sum of two nontrivial module categories over C. Moreover, M is called faithful if each simple object 1 i ∈ C in Lemma 2.1 acts by a nonzero functor on M. Also, M is exact if for every projective object P ∈ C and every object M ∈ M the object P ⊗ M is projective in M. Note that any semisimple module category is exact since any object in a semisimple category is projective.
The collection of (left/ right) module categories over a multi-tensor category C forms a 2-category, which is denoted by Mod(C) [EGNO15, Remark 7.12.15]. For C-module categories M and N , denote by Fun C (M, N ) the category consisting of right exact C-module functors M → N . We denote the category Fun C (M, M) by C * M and call it the dual tensor category to C with respect to M. 
In other words, there is a natural bijection between exact module categories over two categorically Morita equivalent multi-tensor categories.
2.2. Algebras, ideals, and (bi)modules in finite multi-tensor categories. Let C := (C, ⊗, a, l, r, 1) be a multi-tensor category.
An algebra in C is a triple (A, m, u), where A ∈ C, and m : A ⊗ A → A (multiplication) and u : 1 → A (unit) are morphisms in C that are compatible with the associativity constraint a and the unit constraints l, r, respectively. A right module over an algebra (A, m, u) in C is a pair (M, ρ rt ), where M is an object of C and ρ rt : M ⊗ A → M is a morphism in C that is compatible with the associativity constraint a and the unit constraints l, r. A left module (M, ρ lt ) over an algebra (A, m, u) is defined likewise. Let Mod C -A be the category of right modules over A; this is a left module category over C. Moreover, two algebras A and B in C are called Morita equivalent if Mod C -A and Mod C -B are equivalent as left C-module categories.
We say that an algebra A in C is semisimple (resp., indecomposable, exact) if the category Mod C -A is a semisimple (resp., indecomposable, exact) category.
Theorem 2.4. [EGNO15, Corollary 7.10.5] [Ost03a, Theorem 3.1] Given a finite multi-tensor (resp., multifusion) category C, each exact (resp., finite semisimple) module category M over C is equivalent to Mod C -A for some exact (resp., semisimple) algebra A ∈ C.
Example 2.5. [EGNO15, Examples 7.8.4, 7.8.11, 7.8.18, 7.10.2] Consider the algebra A = 1 in C. Since Mod C -1 is equivalent to C as C-module categories, we have that the algebra 1 is exact (resp., semisimple) when C is finite (resp., finite semisimple), and it is indecomposable when C is a tensor category. In this case, the algebra 1 is Morita equivalent to the algebra X ⊗ X * for any nonzero X ∈ C, where the latter has multiplication m = id X ⊗ ev X ⊗ id X * and unit u = coev X . Thus, Mod C -(X ⊗ X * ) is equivalent to C as C-module categories as well, for any X ∈ C.
For instance, if C = Vec in the example above, then 1 = k. Moreover, for X an n-dimensional vector space, the algebra X ⊗ X * is isomorphic to the matrix algebra Mat n (k), which is well-known to be Morita equivalent to k in Vec.
Now we discuss bimodules in C. Let A, B be two algebras in C. An (A, B)-bimodule in C is a triple (M, ρ lt , ρ rt ), where M ∈ C and ρ lt :
We write Bimod C (A, B) (resp., Bimod C (A)) for the category of (A, B)-bimodules (resp., (A, A)-bimodules) in C.
Given an exact (resp., semisimple) algebra A in a finite multi-tensor (resp., multi-fusion) category C, we have that Bimod C (A) is a finite multi-tensor (resp., multi-fusion) category with unit object A, and it is a finite tensor (resp., fusion) category when C is a finite tensor (resp., fusion) category and A is indecomposable.
We get the following consequence.
Corollary 2.7. Given an exact (resp., semisimple) algebra A in a finite multi-tensor category (resp., multifusion) C, we can uniquely decompose the algebra A ∈ Bimod C (A) into a direct sum of indecomposable subalgebras {A i } i in Bimod C (A), with A i being pairwise non-isomorphic A-bimodules and
Proof. Consider A as 1 BimodC(A) . Now by Proposition 2.6 and Lemma 2.1, we have that A is uniquely a direct sum of indecomposable, pairwise non-isomorphic objects
Finally, an ideal I of an algebra A ∈ C is an A-A-sub-bimodule of A in C, and with this one can form the quotient algebra A/I in C. Moreover, an ideal I of A ∈ C can be realized as a subalgebra of A ∈ Bimod C (A) if I is a direct summand of A in Bimod C (A); in this case, the unit A → I is given by projection onto I.
Main results
Before providing a tensor-categorical framework for studying finite quantum symmetries of tensor algebras, we review the connection to quivers that motivated this work.
Recall that a quiver is another name for a directed graph, in the context where the directed graph is used to define an algebra. Formally, a (finite) quiver Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 , s, t) consists of a (finite) set of vertices Q 0 , a (finite) set of arrows Q 1 , and two functions s, t : Q 1 → Q 0 giving the source and target of each arrow. We assume all quivers in this paper are finite. One can construct a path algebra kQ from a quiver Q which is a kalgebra whose basis consists of all paths in Q, with multiplication of basis elements given by concatenation of paths whenever it is defined and 0 otherwise. Such an algebra is naturally graded by path length. Moreover, the path algebra kQ 0 is taken to be the path algebra of the quiver (Q 0 , ∅) with no arrows; thus, kQ 0 is a commutative semisimple (so, exact) k-algebra.
Path algebras arise as a special case of the following construction. Given a finite dimensional k-algebra B, and a B-bimodule V , we can construct the tensor algebra
It is an object of Bimod Vec (B) which admits an N-grading via T B (V ) n = V ⊗B n for n ∈ N. When B and V both lie in Vec, the tensor algebra T B (V ) is finitely generated as a k-algebra and it is then an object of Ind(Bimod Vec (B)). Observe that the path algebra kQ is isomorphic to the finitely generated tensor algebra T kQ0 (kQ 1 ), since kQ 1 is naturally a kQ 0 -bimodule. Conversely, we have the following classical theorem. We move beyond Vec to finite multi-tensor categories as follows. In Section 3.1, we discuss tensor algebras T with base algebras and generating bimodules in finite multi-tensor categories C; these are called C-tensor algebras [Definition 3.2]. Our first result is that such T can be decomposed uniquely as a collection of minimal ones in the sense of Definition 3.5 [Proposition 3.6]. In Section 3.2, we establish our main result on classifying minimal C-tensor algebras in Theorem 3.10. Finally in Section 3.3 we take C = Rep(H), for H a semisimple Hopf algebra, and show that any H-action on a tensor algebra that preserves its ascending filtration must be isomorphic to a grade-preserving action [Proposition 3.16]; we then prove a similar result for H-actions on completed tensor algebras that preserve the natural descending filtration [Theorem 3.20].
3.1. Tensor algebras in finite multi-tensor categories. Let C be a finite multi-tensor category. We introduce the notion of a C-tensor algebra as follows.
Definition 3.2 (S, E, T S (E)). Fix S an exact algebra in C, and fix an S-bimodule E in Ind(C).
(a) Form the algebra T S (E) in Ind(C), or more specifically in Bimod Ind(C) (S), given by
with multiplication morphism given by the natural maps (
, and with unit morphism induced from the unit of S by S ֒→ T S (E). We call this a C-tensor algebra.
(b) We refer to S and E as the base algebra and generating bimodule of T S (E), respectively.
(c) If E also belongs to C, then we say that T S (E) is finitely generated (f.g.).
From now on, we concentrate on f.g. C-tensor algebras. In this case, note that E has finite length as an S-bimodule in C by Proposition 2.6. Further, T S (E) admits a natural N-grading with (T S (E)) n = E ⊗S n ∈ C for n ∈ N, and is an object of Ind(Bimod C (S)).
Example 3.3. Let Q be a finite quiver and kQ be its path algebra. Suppose we have an action of a finitedimensional Hopf algebra H on the algebra kQ preserving the grading by path length. Taking C = Rep(H), the setup above makes S = kQ 0 an exact algebra in C and E = kQ 1 an S-bimodule in C. The identification kQ ∼ = T S (E) described above for k-algebras is an isomorphism of graded algebras in Ind(C). For example, this could arise from a finite group G acting by directed graph automorphisms of Q and by extending linearly to a kG-action on kQ. For H = kG, see related works of Reiten-Riedtmann [RR85] and of Demonet [Dem10] .
Next, we introduce the notion of equivalence for C-tensor algebras.
Definition 3.4. We say that f.g. C-tensor algebras T S (E) and
Our first result is a unique decomposition theorem for f.g. C-tensor algebras T S (E) by writing them as a combination of minimal components, as defined below.
Definition 3.5. Take an exact algebra S ∈ C and E ∈ Bimod C (S), and a f.g. C-tensor algebra T S (E).
(a) We call T S (E) minimal when E is an indecomposable S-bimodule in C.
The result below is immediate from the Krull-Schmidt theorem applied to E [EGNO15, Theorem 1.5.7].
Proposition 3.6. Let T S (E) be a f.g. C-tensor algebra. Then the minimal components {T S (E i )} i of T S (E) are uniquely determined up to reordering and isomorphism class of
So, in order to classify f.g. C-tensor algebras T S (E), it suffices to classify the minimal ones. Having fixed a minimal component, it will often be possible to simplify the base algebra, as illustrated in the remark below.
Remark 3.7. Suppose we have a f.g. C-tensor algebra T S (E) and S decomposes as S = S ′ ⊕ S ′′ as an algebra in C. When S ′ acts trivially on E (even for T S (E) is minimal) so that T S (E) = S ′ ⊕ T S ′′ (E) as algebras, one can study the smaller algebra T S ′′ (E) in place of T S (E), particularly for classification purposes. More generally, if S has an ideal I that acts trivially on both sides of E, then we could replace S with S/I.
We keep S fixed in the definition of "minimal components" in order to reconstruct T S (E) from its minimal components uniquely, prompting the terminology below.
Definition 3.8. We say that a f.g. C-tensor algebra T S (E) is (S-)faithful if there does not exist a nonzero ideal I of S in C so that E ∈ Bimod C (S/I).
Some basic examples illustrating the minimal and faithful properties (or lack thereof) are shown below. not minimal, not faithful minimal, not faithful faithful, not minimal minimal and faithful We end this part by illustrating the failure of reconstructing T S (E) from the indecomposable summands of E, if we were to further reduce the base algebras of minimal components of T S (E) that are not S-faithful.
Example 3.9. Let C = Rep(G) where G = g is cyclic of order 2, and consider the actions of G on the following two quivers indicated by the dotted red arrow.
This gives rise to two path algebras kQ and kQ ′ with actions of G, and thus two f.g. C-tensor algebras as in Example 3.3; call them T S (E) and T S (E ′ ). The minimal components of T S (E) and T S (E ′ ) are the path algebras on the following two sets of quivers, respectively.
, and ,
If, in each minimal component, we removed the summands of S acting trivially on that component, we would arrive at the same set of underlying quivers for both T S (E) and T S (E ′ ). In this case, we would be unable to uniquely reconstruct the original tensor algebras T S (E) and
as algebras in Ind(C) (i.e., they are not even isomorphic as k-algebras after forgetting the action of G [LLX86]).
3.2. Parametrization of minimal tensor algebras. When C is a finite multi-tensor category, the parametrization of minimal (f.g.) C-tensor algebras can be carried out in terms of module categories over C as we see below. Recall our notion of equivalence for C-tensor algebras in Definition 3.4. 
Proof. For any exact algebra S in C we have that Mod C -S is an exact C-module category, by definition. On the other hand, by Theorem 2.4, every exact C-module category is equivalent to one of the form Mod C -S for some exact algebra S in C. This shows that the choice for the base algebra S of a minimal C-tensor algebra is determined by the data in (i), up to Morita equivalence of S.
Let M = Mod C -S for some exact algebra S ∈ C. Since Bimod C (S)
op is equivalent to the category Fun C (M, M), the choice of generating bimodule E of a minimal C-tensor algebra is determined by the object in (ii), up to isomorphism of S-bimodules in C.
The rest follows from the notion of equivalence given in Definition 3.4.
Note that the theorem above holds if we remove simultaneously the minimality assumption for C-tensor algebras and the indecomposability condition for the functor U . Moreover, the next consequence of the theorem above holds by Theorem 2.3. (The minimality condition can be removed via Proposition 3.6.)
Corollary 3.11. A categorical Morita equivalence between finite multi-tensor categories C and D induces a bijection between equivalence classes of (minimal) C-tensor algebras and of (minimal) D-tensor algebras.
By Remark 4.5 below, we have such a bijection between (minimal) Rep(G)-and Vec G -tensor algebras for G a finite group. In general, the data in Theorem 3.10 depends intimately on the structure of C; we explore this in Section 4 for C = Vec ω G , and in Sections 5 and 6 for C a group-theoretical fusion category. This brings us to the following finiteness result in the case when C is a multi-fusion category, beginning with a remark for C as above.
Remark 3.12. Recall from Corollary 2.7 that an exact algebra S in C has a unique decomposition into indecomposable algebras S = i S i . For any f.g. C-tensor algebra T S (E), this gives a decomposition of Sbimodules E = ⊕ i,j E ij where each E ij ∈ Bimod C (S i , S j ). Therefore, if T S (E) is a minimal C-tensor algebra, at most two of the indecomposable summands of S can act nontrivially on E.
Corollary 3.13. In a multi-fusion category C, there are only finitely many minimal, faithful C-tensor algebras, up to equivalence.
Proof. Let T S (E) be a minimal, S-faithful C-tensor algebra. By Corollary 2.7 and Remark 3.12, S-faithfulness implies that S has a unique decomposition into a direct sum of either 1 or 2 indecomposable algebras. By Ocneanu rigidity [EGNO15, Corollary 9.1.6(ii)], the number of choices of these summands is finite, up to equivalence. Then for any such base algebra S, Ocneanu rigidity again applies to the category Bimod C (S) by Proposition 2.6. Since T S (E) is assumed minimal, there are only finitely many choices of the indecomposable S-bimodule E as well.
Example 3.14. Take C = Vec. Then the base algebra S of a minimal, faithful C-tensor algebra is Morita equivalent to either k or k × k, by using both the fact that exact k-algebras are semisimple [EGNO15, Example 7.5.4] and the Artin-Wedderburn theorem.
• If S = k, then an indecomposable faithful S-bimodule E must be k. Here, a minimal, faithful C-tensor algebra is unique up to equivalence, and is a path algebra of a loop (isomorphic to k[x]).
• If S = k×k, then a corresponding minimal, faithful C-tensor algebra is again unique up to equivalence, and is a path algebra on one arrow, which is isomorphic to
This shows that each equivalence class of a finitely generated Vec-tensor algebra is represented by a path algebra of a finite quiver, as we know from Theorem 3.1.
Finally, we consider a special case of minimal C-tensor algebras T S (E) where the module category M of Theorem 3.10 (corresponding to S) is C itself.
Example 3.15. Fix C a finite multi-fusion category. Here, we determine the number of equivalence classes of minimal C-tensor algebras T S (E) for S = 1, and M = Mod C -S is C. (If C is fusion, we could take S = X ⊗X * for any nonzero X ∈ C; see Example 2.5.) The indecomposable generating bimodules E are parameterized by indecomposable objects in Fun C (C, C) ∼ C op [EGNO15, Example 7.12.3]. Since indecomposable objects of C are precisely the irreducible objects (as C is semisimple), the number of equivalence classes of minimal C-tensor algebras here is equal to the rank of C.
3.3. Filtered actions of semisimple Hopf algebras on tensor algebras. In this part, we restrict our attention to the case when C = Rep(H), the category of finite-dimensional representations of a semisimple Hopf algebra H. We first study Hopf actions of H (see [Mon93, Rad12] ) on the Vec-tensor algebras T B (V ) discussed at beginning of Section 3; here, B is a finite-dimensional semisimple k-algebra and V is a B-bimodule. We then examine H-actions on the degree-completed tensor algebras T B (V ) described in Definition 3.17. We do not assume that these H-actions preserve grading (i.e., tensor algebras below are not necessarily Rep(H)-tensor algebras as in Definition 3.2).
Recall that T B (V ) is naturally equipped with an ascending filtration as a k-vector space. Our first result shows that an H-action preserving this filtration is isomorphic to a graded action. Proof. The assumption that the H-action preserves the ascending filtration of T B (V ) gives us that B is an algebra in Rep(H) and W := (B ⊕ V )/B is a B-bimodule in Rep(H). So, we get a short exact sequence of B-bimodules in Rep(H),
Since H and B are semisimple, this sequence splits by [CF86, Theorem 6]. A splitting followed by projection
Next, we consider H-actions on completed tensor algebras.
Definition 3.17. Let R = T B (V ) be a Vec-tensor algebra as above, and J the 2-sided ideal of R generated by V . The degree-completion T B (V ) is the inverse limit of the system of k-algebras
We denote byĴ the closure of image of J under the natural injective map
We include a proof of the following lemma, although it is presumably well known.
Lemma 3.18. The Jacobson radical of T B (V ) is the idealĴ.
Proof. We write T := T B (V ). Since T /Ĵ ∼ = B is semisimple, we knowĴ contains the Jacobson radical of T . On the other hand, let m be a maximal left ideal in T . Then m ⊇Ĵ, because otherwise we would have m +Ĵ = T , and could write 1 = m + j for some m ∈ m and j ∈Ĵ. But then m = 1 − j would be invertible with inverse (1 − j) −1 = 1 + j + j 2 + · · · , which makes sense because of the completion. This would be a contradiction. So every maximal left ideal containsĴ, thus the Jacobson radical of T does as well.
The following proposition shows that in the completed setting, H-actions automatically preserve the descending filtration by degree.
Proof. We again write T := T B (V ). Consider the coaction map ρ : T → H * ⊗T and consider the composition
which is an ideal of finite codimension in T because the codomain is finite dimensional. Applying the counit of H * , we get the projection T → T /Ĵ by the counit axiom, so K is contained inĴ. We claim that K is invariant under the H-action. Indeed, for a ∈ K we have by coassociativity
Thus, the action of H on T descends to an action on the finite dimensional algebra T /K. Now by [Lin03, Theorem 2.1], the given H-action must preserveĴ/K, sinceĴ/K is the Jacobson radical of T /K. Thus, H preservesĴ.
Theorem 3.20. Any action of H on T B (V ) is isomorphic to a graded action of H on T B (V ).
Proof. First, by applying the integral of H (i.e., the idempotent of the trivial representation of H), the natural projectionĴ → J/J 2 splits as a map of H-modules. This is also a morphism of B-bimodules, so the universal property of the tensor algebra gives a map of algebras T B (J/J 2 ) → T B (V ), which is also a map of H-modules. Now the codomain of this morphism is complete, so the universal property of completion induces a map of H-module algebras T B (J/J 2 ) → T B (V ), which is an isomorphism. Since J/J 2 ∼ = V as B-bimodules, this completes the proof. Proof. When T B (V ) is finite-dimensional over k, it is equal to the degree-completed tensor algebra and the theorem above applies.
Remark 3.22. EveryĴ-preserving H-action on T B (V ) extends to T B (V ) by continuity, so the data of Theorem 3.10 with C = Rep(H) can be used to gain some information about H-actions of T B (V ) in general. However, it may be that two nonisomorphic actions could become isomorphic upon extension to the completion (although we do not know an example), so we do not immediately get a classification.
Remark 3.23. All results of this section also hold when k has positive characteristic, if we impose the additional assumption that H is cosemisimple.
Tensor algebras in pointed fusion categories
The goal of this section is to study minimal C-tensor algebras [Definition 3.2, 3.5] for the pointed fusion categories C = Vec To classify minimal, faithful C-tensor algebras for a given C, Remark 3.12 allows us to restrict our attention to base algebras with either one or two indecomposable summands. We proceed as such here.
4.1. Module categories and bimodule categories over Vec ω G . We begin by considering pointed fusion categories, each of which is equivalent to some category Vec ω G . Here, G is a finite group with 3-cocycle ω : G × G × G → k × , and objects of Vec ω G consist of finite-dimensional G-graded k-vector spaces with associativity constraint determined by ω. Without loss of generality we assume all k × -cochains are normalized, meaning that they take the value 1 when any coordinate of the input is the group identity.
We collect a list of the most frequently used notation below.
• We write g x := gxg −1 and
The following module categories over Vec ω G play a central role throughout this work. Let G be a finite group and ω a 3-cocycle on G. To a pair (L, ψ) where L ≤ G and ψ a 2-cochain on L satisfying dψ = ω| L , we assign the indecomposable Vec 
module categories if and only if there exists
Remark 4.5. We summarize some elementary observations in the following lemma which are useful for applying the proposition above in specific examples.
Then the following hold.
Proof.
(b) It is immediate since the condition comparing ψ, ψ ′ in Proposition 4.3 is vacuous in this case.
Remark 4.7. We also draw the reader's attention to Natale's example [Nat17, Example 3.6], which shows that the 2-cocycle Ω g must be considered when computing equivalence classes of indecomposable module categories: Even when ψ −1 ψ ′ is not a coboundary, it is possible for (L, ψ) and (L, ψ ′ ) to yield equivalent module categories. In order to get (
Now to describe the minimal Vec 
Proposition 4.10 (ψ We get that the simple objects of this category are parametrized by the pairs (g k , ρ), where ρ is an irreducible ψ
We introduced two notations above for the same 2-cocycle because the first is more convenient in this section, while the latter notation is more convenient in Sections 5 and 6. Now to understand the rank count above, recall that for a 2-cocycle φ on a group G, an element g ∈ G is called φ-regular when φ(g, h) = φ(h, g) for all h ∈ C G (g), the centralizer of g in G [Kar93, Section 2.6]. Furthermore, φ-regularity of an element g depends only on the cohomology class of φ, and if g is φ-regular, then so is every conjugate of g [Kar93, Lemma 2. We also introduce some terminology that will be used.
Definition 4.14. A finite group G is called Schur-trivial if H 2 (G, k × ) = 1, and we call G sub-Schur-trivial if each of its subgroups is Schur-trivial.
Vec
ω G -tensor algebras. Now we study minimal, S-faithful Vec ω G -tensor algebras T S (E). By Remark 3.12, we know that S has at most two summands, and is therefore Morita equivalent to
4.2.1. Trivial ω. We first consider the case when ω is cohomologically trivial. Without loss of generality we assume throughout this section that ω = 1, the constant cochain, and note that Vec 1 G = Vec G . The parametrizing data for tensor algebras here is the same as in Rep(G); see Remark 4.5.
Proposition 4.15. Let [G] be a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes of subgroups L of G, let N G (L) be the normalizer of L in G, and let |X/Γ| be the number of orbits of a group Γ acting on a set X. Then the number of indecomposable base algebras in Vec G , up to equivalence, is
(4.16) L∈[G] |H 2 (L, k × )/N G (L)|.
So, if G is sub-Schur-trivial, then (4.16) is equal to #[G]; if, further, G is abelian, then (4.16) equals #(L ≤ G).
Proof. We consider Proposition 4.3 in the case ω = 1, noting that ω| L = 1 on any L ≤ G. Therefore, by Proposition 4.3 the collection of indecomposable module categories over the fusion category Vec G is parametrized by conjugacy classes of pairs (L, ψ) where L ≤ G is any subgroup and
since each Ω g = 1. Then the count (4.16) follows from the orbit-stabilizer theorem applied to the conjugation action of G on the set of pairs (L, ψ) as above.
Next, we note a simplification for counting bimodules which occurs in the case when G is abelian.
Lemma 4.17. Suppose G is abelian and let (L
i , ψ i ), (L j , ψ j ) be
as in Proposition 4.10. Then the number of indecomposable (A(L
Proof. Since G is abelian, the number of representatives of (L i , L j )-double cosets in G in Proposition 4.10 is (|G||L i ∩ L j |)/(|L i ||L j |). Since ω = 1 and conjugation in G is trivial, ψ g i,j = ψ e i,j for all g ∈ G. Then the count follows from (4.12) and Theorem 4.13.
By the two previous results, the examination of Vec G is easier in the cases when G is abelian or is sub-Schur-trivial. So we consider these cases in the four examples below, where G is:
• a cyclic group Z n (that is, abelian and sub-Schur-trivial);
• the Klein-four group Z 2 × Z 2 (that is, abelian and not Schur-trivial);
• the symmetric group S 3 of order 6 (that is, non-abelian and sub-Schur-trivial); and • the dihedral group D 8 of order 8 (that is, neither abelian nor Schur-trivial).
Example 4.19. Take G = x | x n = e ∼ = Z n , which is abelian and sub-Schur trivial (see, e.g., [Kar93, Proposition 10.1.1(ii)]). Thus, by Proposition 4.15, the indecomposable base algebras S in Vec G are parametrized by subgroups L ≤ G. Letting τ (n) denote the set of positive integers dividing n, the distinct subgroups L of G are { x m } m∈τ (n) . We can also count the number of generating bimodules for minimal, S-faithful Vec Gtensor algebras using Proposition 4.10; here S = A( x m , 1) or A( x m , 1) ⊕ A( x m ′ , 1) for m, m ′ ∈ τ (n) by Remark 3.12.
Suppose S = A( x m , 1) for m ∈ τ (n). Then the value (4.18), and thus the value (4.12), equals
This makes the total number of equivalence classes of minimal, S-faithful Vec Zn -tensor algebras equal to m∈τ (n) n = |τ (n)|n. For instance, when n = m = 2, each Vec Z2 -tensor algebra is equal to the path algebra of one loop, that is
. Then the value (4.18), so the value (4.12), equals
This makes the total number of equivalence classes of minimal, S-faithful Vec Zn -tensor algebras equal to
Next, we consider an abelian group which has a cohomologically nontrivial 2-cocycle.
Example 4.20. Take G = x, y : x 2 = y 2 = e, yx = xy ∼ = Z 2 × Z 2 . There are five subgroups L of G up to conjugacy: { e , x , y , xy , G}, and
.g., [Kar93, Proposition 10.7.1]), and a 2-cochain on G representing the nontrivial element of
By Proposition 4.15, there are 6 indecomposable base algebras, up to equivalence. Turning to bimodules, we can compute the quantity (4.18) (or equivalently, (4.12)) for every pair of subgroups of G, and the result is summarized in the following table.
The value (4.12) for
The count is simplified by noting that ψ e i,j is cohomologically trivial unless L i = L j = G and either ψ i or ψ j is µ. When ψ e i,j is cohomologically trivial, the quantity (4.18) is 4 |Li∩Lj| 2 |Li||Lj| and so it can be directly computed case-by-case. In the three cases where ψ e i,j is cohomologically nontrivial, we first have that |G\G/G| = 1. Moreover, when ψ i = ψ j = µ, we get that ψ e i,j is symmetric so the # of ψ e i,j -regular conjugacy classes in G is 4. On the other hand, when only one of ψ i or ψ j is µ, then it can be directly seen from (4.21) that the only ψ e i,j -regular conjugacy class is {e}. Thus there are 24 (resp., 72) equivalence classes of minimal, S-faithful Vec Z2×Z2 -tensor algebras where S has one (resp., two) indecomposable summands. Now we consider a nonabelian group where every subgroup has trivial second cohomology.
Example 4.22. Take G = r, s | r 3 = s 2 = (sr) 2 = e ∼ = S 3 , the symmetric group on three letters, noting that there are four subgroups L of G, up to conjugacy: { e , s , r , G}. Here, H 2 (L, k × ) is trivial for all L ≤ G (see, e.g. [Kar93, Proposition 10.1.1(ii) or Theorem 12.2.2]), so Proposition 4.15 implies that there are four indecomposable base algebras S in Vec G , up to equivalence.
Turning to bimodules, we can compute the quantity (4.12) for every pair of conjugacy classes of subgroups of G, and the result is summarized in the following table. The 2-cocycles are omitted since S 3 is sub-Schurtrivial. In particular, each L Thus there are 18 (resp., 42) equivalence classes of minimal, S-faithful Vec S3 -tensor algebras where S has one (resp., two) indecomposable summands.
Finally, we consider a nonabelian group in which some subgroups have non-trivial second cohomology.
Example 4.23. Take G to be the dihedral group D 8 of order 8, with presentation (4.24) D 8 = x, y, z | x 2 = y 2 = z 2 = e, xy = yx, zx = yz, zy = xz .
Note that there are 8 subgroups L of G, up to conjugacy: 
By Proposition 4.15, up to equivalence, the indecomposable base algebras are represented by the pairs (L, ψ):
We carry out the count of indecomposable bimodules for some special cases. The last group will be used in Section 5.3 in the study of C-tensor algebras for C being the category of finite-dimensional representations of the Kac-Patjutkin Hopf algebra H 8 .
Nontrivial ω.
We now consider ω ∈ Z 3 (G, k × ) cohomologically nontrivial. Note that the pairs (L, ψ) parametrizing indecomposable Vec ω G -module categories in Proposition 4.3 are highly dependent on the choice of ω. In particular, there will typically be fewer L for ω nontrivial as compared to the case ω = 1 because of the requirement that ω restricted to L must be cohomologically trivial.
Pertaining to the examples in the previous section, we have
We study the case when G = Z n and when G = D 8 for a specific ω ∈ H 3 (D 8 , k × ) used later in Section 5.3. We leave other examples for the reader. In the examples below, 
Since ω is cohomologically nontrivial in this section, we take ℓ > 0. Let τ (n) be the set of positive divisors of n. Recall that the distinct subgroups of G are x m ∼ = Z n/m for m ∈ τ (n). Fix L such a subgroup. Let us consider the restriction of ω ℓ to L. We can write
One can check that j + k − mj + mk n /m = j + k − j + k n/m , and thus we can rewrite (4.28) in the standard form (4.27) applied to the cyclic group x m , noting that ζ m is a primitive (n/m) th root of 1: 
Give σ and τ a 2-cocycle structure by setting the value equal to 1 except for the following:
Recall the 8 conjugacy classes of subgroups of G listed in Example 4.23. We use the formula (4.32) to directly compute that ω| L is trivial in H 3 (L, k × ) exactly when L is one of the following:
(4.33) { e , x , xy , z , x, y , xy, z }.
Since the first four of these subgroups have trivial Schur multiplier, we get four nonequivalent indecomposable base algebras S from these. For the remaining two subgroups, their Schur multipliers are each isomorphic to Z 2 , so we must consider the possibilities for equivalence as in Proposition 4.3. It turns out that the two different choices of cocycle end up giving equivalent module categories, just as in [Nat17, Example 3.6]. In more detail, first consider L = x, y . From a direct substitution of (4.32) into (4.4) and from the definitions of σ, τ , it can be calculated that
and that this represents a nontrivial cohomology class on x, y . Therefore, the two pairs ( x, y , 1) and ( x, y , β| x,y ), where β is as in (4.25), give rise to equivalent module categories. For L = xy, z , it can be similarly computed that Ω x restricts to a nontrivial cohomology class on L, and therefore the two pairs ( xy, z , 1) and ( xy, z , β| xy,z ) give rise to equivalent module categories.
We again carry out the count of indecomposable bimodules for some examples, building on Example 4.23. For each example where every L g k i,j = e , the count of indecomposable bimodules does not change. In fact, the only possibility where the count can change is when some L g k i,j has nontrivial Schur multiplier, and the only possibility for this in D 8 is when L
Tensor algebras in group-theoretical fusion categories
In this section, we study C-tensor algebras [Definition 3.2, 3.5] for group-theoretical fusion categories C [Definition 5.1], building on the work in the previous section. We begin by providing in Section 5.1 terminology and preliminary results for group-theoretical fusion categories C := C(G, ω, K, α), and then we recall in Section 5.2 the process of reconstructing a semisimple Hopf algebra whose representation category is tensor equivalent to C. To obtain results on base algebras of C-tensor algebras, we also examine indecomposable semisimple algebras in C in Section 5.2. Finally, in Section 5.3, we illustrate results by classifying all indecomposable semisimple algebras in the category of finite-dimensional representations of the Kac-Paljutkin Hopf algebra H 8 , up to Morita equivalence; this category is tensor equivalent to a group-theoretical fusion category C(D 8 , ω, Z 2 , 1).
5.1. Background and notation. In this part we establish notation for group-theoretical fusion categories and module categories over them. Recall the Vec ω G -module category M(K, α) from Definition 4.2.
Definition 5.1 (C(G, ω, K, α) ). A fusion category is called group-theoretical if it is categorically Morita equivalent to a pointed fusion category, that is, if it is equivalent to one of the form
Thus, C(G, ω, K, α) is tensor equivalent to the category of A(K, α)-bimodules in Vec ω G .
Example 5.2. The following are examples of group-theoretical fusion categories.
(1) We have that C(G, ω, e , 1)
See Examples 2.5, 3.15, and 4.8.
(2) We obtain that C(G, 1, G, 1)
, where H is the bicrossed product k N τ # σ kK. Here, (K, N ) is a matched pair of finite groups (so that K and N act on each other in a certain fashion) yielding a group G = N ⊲⊳ K that is a semi-direct product when either the action of N on K, or K on N , is trivial (this is also called an exact factorization of G). The maps σ :
× are compatible cocycles defining the multiplication and comultiplication of H,
In this case, H arises as the abelian extension
See [Nat03, Section 3 and Proposition 4.5] for more details.
As a special case of (3) above we continue Example 4.29 below; we will consider this example in more detail in Section 5.3. Using Proposition 4.10, we can describe the simple objects of C(G, ω, K, 1) in this case:
is the simple object corresponding to the K-K double coset KgK in G, with ρ an irreducible (projective) representation of K ∩ gKg −1 (with trivial Schur multiplier). Indeed, { z g z } g∈D8 = {e, z} ∪ {x, y, xz, yz} ∪ {xy, xyz}, and we take representatives g = e, x, xy and compute that K ∩ gKg −1 is K, e , K, respectively.
From Theorem 2.3, we see that the following categories will play an essential role in studying grouptheoretical fusion categories.
. Fix a group G and 3-cocycle ω on G. We write
which is an indecomposable semisimple left C(G, ω, K, α)-module category by precomposition of functors.
As a consequence of Theorem 2.3, Proposition 4.3, and Proposition 4.10, we have the following result.
Proposition 5.6. Every indecomposable semisimple module category over the group-theoretical fusion cat- We remind the reader that there are group-theoretical fusion categories that do not admit any fiber functor (e.g., Vec Applying Theorem 5.8, this gives a criterion for C(G, ω, K, α) to be equivalent to the representation category of a Hopf algebra. We fix notation for this situation, which will be studied in more detail for the remainder of the paper. H(N, γ) ). Assume that C := C(G, ω, K, α) admits a fiber functor, and fix one F V : C → Vec as in Proposition 5.9. Take also M 0 := M K,α (N, γ) as in Proposition 5.9. We write H(N, γ) for the corresponding semisimple Hopf algebra obtained from the fiber functor F V . Note that the data (G, ω, K, α) defining H(N, γ) is understood from context. Thus, we have Rep (H(N, γ) )
Our next goal is to use the classification of indecomposable semisimple algebras in C from previous sections to study indecomposable semisimple algebras in Rep(H(N, γ) ) via the equivalence Rep (H(N, γ) ) ⊗ ∼ C. We refer to such algebras as indecomposable semisimple H(N, γ)-algebras. To describe these algebras more explicitly, we recall the internal End construction.
Definition 5.12 (End(M )). [EGNO15, Section 7.8] Let M be a C-module category and fix an object M ∈ M. The internal End of M is the object in C that represents the functor C → Vec, X → Hom M (X ⊗ M, M ); it is denoted by End(M ). Namely, we get that
We have that End(M ) is an algebra in C (see [EGNO15, Section 7 .9]).
Example 5.14. For any finite-dimensional Hopf algebra H, we have End(k) ∼ = H * as algebras in Rep(H) (see [EGNO15, Example 7.9 .11]). Applying this to H = End(F V ) using the equivalence of Proposition 5.9, we get that For the dimension calculation, we can decompose A M as a direct sum of irreducibles in C to write
Here we are using that m X (M ) = dim k Hom C (X, A M ) by (5.13), which gives the multiplicity of X in A M since C is semisimple. Then the dimension calculation follows from [EGNO15, Proposition 4.5.7]: we obtain that dim k F V (X) = FPdim Vec F V (X) = FPdim C X.
Lemma 5.18. There is a bijection between the collection of simple modules over the k-algebra F V (A M ) and the collection of simple objects of the category
.1], which can be identified with the category of right A M -modules in the category of left B-modules in C, the latter of which is identified with Vec via the functor
is identified with the category of right
Remark 5.19. Suppose that P is a simple object in Mod k (F V (A M )) with corresponding simple object P
as in the lemma above. Then,
Indeed, consider the action of C *
is the representation category of the dual Hopf algebra H(N, γ)
* ; see Example 5.14. Now for any H * -module X, we have that
This means that there exists a positive number λ such that dim k P = λ(FPdim P ′ ), as a function satisfying the displayed equality above is a Frobenius-Perron eigenvector and thus is unique up to scaling. We get the value λ taking the sum of squares of the last equation.
5.3.
Rep(H 8 )-tensor algebras. We now consider Example 5.3 in more detail. Consider the groups N = x, y | x 2 = y 2 = e, xy = yx and K = z | z 2 = e from Example 4.29 with the N -action on K trivial, and the K-action on N given by z · x = y and z · y = x. Thus, G = N ⋊ K ∼ = D 8 . Taking the cocycle ω of (4.32), we obtain the group-theoretical fusion category C (G, ω, K, 1) .
To obtain a Hopf algebra, we construct a fiber functor as in Section 5.2 by letting M 0 = M K,1 (N, µ) with µ the nontrivial 2-cocycle on N of (4.21). Indeed, dµ = ω| N as
and ω| N is trivial. The resulting Hopf algebra is H(N, µ) = H 8 , the unique semisimple, noncommutative, noncocommutative Hopf algebra of dimension 8 (up to isomorphism), and we have C(G, ω, K, 1) Definition 5.20.
[Kac68] The Kac-Paljutkin Hopf algebra H 8 is defined by generators x, y, z subject to relations
, where x and y are grouplike elements, and
Recall that H 8 has 5 isomorphism classes of irreducible representations, which have the following explicit descriptions (see, for example, [Rad12, p. 530]): 
Proof. It is clear that the 2-dimensional objects should be in correspondence, so W 0 corresponds to X 0 . Also the unit object is W 1 in one realization and X 1 in the other, so they correspond. Now, W 3 , W 4 are permuted by complex conjugation, but X 2 is clearly fixed by conjugation, so W 3 , W 4 must correspond to X 3 , X 4 . Note that whether W 3 corresponds to X 3 or X 4 depends on the choice of the 3-cocycle ω (whether we use √ −1 or − √ −1 in its formula), but we make a choice for ω so that W 3 corresponds to X 3 and W 4 to X 4 .
We now classify indecomposable semisimple algebras in Rep(H 8 ) using the general theory developed above. We start by proving that the following list of semisimple H 8 -module algebras is a classification, up to Morita equivalence, then afterwards explain how to obtain them from the tensor categorical approach. The decomposition of each algebra as an H 8 -module is noted for future reference; these can be directly computed.
(i) S = k with x, y, z acting as the identity, so S ∼ = W 1 .
(ii) S = k 2 with x, y acting as the identity and For L = e , we have that K ∩ L = e . Moreover X 0 ⊗ M is supported on KxL ∪ KyL; so, m X0 (M ) = 0. For i = 1, 2, we have that X i ⊗ M is supported on KeL; so, m Xi (M ) = 1. Lastly, for j = 3, 4, we get that X j ⊗ M is supported on KxyL; so, m Xj (M ) = 0. Therefore, A M = X 1 ⊕ X 2 as an object in C in this case, thus it matches with (ii) where
On the other hand, take L = xy, z and we get K ∩ L = K. Again, X 0 ⊗ M is supported on KxL ∪ KyL; so, m X0 (M ) = 0. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4, we have that X i ⊗ M is supported on KeL, but the 2-cocycle on K ∩ L is trivial if and only if i = 1, 3 here. Therefore, A M = X 1 ⊕ X 3 as an object in C in this case, thus it matches with (iii) where
The 4 remaining matchings of the algebras S with the subgroups L are computed similarly.
Remark 5.28. The H 8 -module algebras (i)-(vi) were originally obtained by a variety of ad hoc methods including hand computation and Maple code, and we were able to match them with the pairs (L, ψ) arising in Proposition 4.3 after the fact. We note that all the algebras in our list occur as coideal subalgebras of H * 8 (see the lattice diagram in [DT11, Figure 1] ). In that diagram, the only Morita equivalences as H 8 -module algebras are between I1 and I2, and between J2 and J4. For a semisimple Hopf algebra H in general, an indecomposable semisimple H-module algebra S is isomorphic as an H-module algebra to a coideal subalgebra of H * if and only if S has a 1-dimensional representation, which is why all 6 algebras for H 8 come as coideal subalgebras. However, different coideal subalgebras can be Morita equivalent and even isomorphic as H-module algebras. In fact, every 1-dimensional representation of such an algebra S gives a realization of S as a coideal subalgebra, by composing the coaction map with this representation; such coideal subalgebras may or may not be the same for different 1-dimensional representations. We leave this observation as a starting point for further investigation; cf. [EW14, Lemma 3.9].
Regarding indecomposable bimodules, Example 4.29 yields examples of such bimodules via Theorem 2.3 and the equivalence Rep(H 8 ) ⊗ ∼ C(G, ω, K, 1). While we have explicit formulas in examples for actions of H 8 on these bimodules, we leave the systematic study of this to future work.
Path algebras in group-theoretical fusion categories
In this section, we return to one of the original motivations of this work and classify path algebras that admit a grade-preserving action of a semisimple Hopf algebra H. Here, we restrict our attention to such H whose representation category is group-theoretical [Definition 5.1].
For now, let us fix C = (C, F ) a finite tensor category equipped with a fiber functor F : C → Vec, and begin by defining below a C-path algebra, which is a special type of C-tensor algebra [Definition 3.2].
Definition 6.1. We say that a C-tensor algebra T S (E) is a C-path algebra if F (S) is a commutative k-algebra. In this case, we say that S is k-commutative, for short.
The notion of whether an exact algebra S in C is k-commutative depends on its Morita equivalence class in C, but it does not depend on the choice of F : indeed, we have dim k F (S) = FPdim Vec F (S) = FPdim C S [EGNO15, Proposition 4.5.7], and computing this dimension is key to checking this property for a given algebra. The terminology is motivated as follows.
Remark 6.2. If the base algebra S of T S (E) is k-commutative, then F (S) is a semisimple, finite-dimensional commutative k-algebra, and thus, is a product of fields. In this case, F (S) can be realized as the path algebra kQ 0 on a finite number of vertices Q 0 . By choosing an appropriate basis Q 1 of the generating bimodule E, we can construct a quiver Q = (Q 0 , Q 1 ) whose path algebra inherits a Hopf action of H := End(F ) and T S (E) ∼ = kQ as H-module algebras.
For C = C(G, ω, K, α) a group-theoretical fusion category equipped with a fiber functor, a condition when a C-tensor algebra is a C-path algebra is established in Corollary 6.10 in Section 6.1. This is achieved by studying when the algebras A M from Lemma 5.15 are k-commutative [Proposition 6.8]. Then, the special case when the group G has an exact factorization is examined in Section 6.2; we end that section by continuing Example 5.3 and the work of Section 5.3 for Rep(H 8 ).
6.1. Indecomposable k-commutative algebras in C(G, ω, K, α). We continue as in Notation 5.11 to fix a group-theoretical fusion category C := C(G, ω, K, α) equipped with fiber functor F V , so that it is tensor equivalent to Rep (H(N, γ) Proof. There exists a positive number λ such that FPdim M M i = λ(dim k M i ) for all i, since both FPdim M M i and dim k M i are Frobenius-Perron eigenvectors of multiplication by X ∈ C, and such an eigenvector is unique up to scaling. Thus,
So, summing the squares of these dimensions over all i, we get |G| = λ 2 |K| |L| |G|, which yields λ = (|K| |L|) Proof. We have that R C ⊗ M is an eigenvector in Gr(M) for the left action of any X ∈ C, thus it must be a scalar multiple of R M [ENO05, Proposition 8.5]. Since FPdim M (R C ⊗ M ) = (FPdim C R C )(FPdim M M ), the canonical normalization condition above gives R C ⊗ M = (FPdim M M )R M . From (5.17) we see that (5.16) can be rewritten as dim k F V (A M ) = dim k Hom C (R C , A M ), then (5.13) gives the first equality of
Next, we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for A M to be k-commutative. Proof. From Lemma 5.18, the simple objects of Fun C (M 0 , M K,α (L, ψ)) are in bijection with simple F V (A M ) modules. Since the k-algebra F V (A M ) is semisimple, the statement follows from the Artin-Wedderburn theorem, recalling that a semisimple k-algebra is commutative if and only if each of its simple modules is 1-dimensional. This is an equality if and only if the algebra A M in C is k-commutative.
Example 6.13. Take G = D 8 , the exact factorization KN for K = Z 2 = z and N = Z 2 × Z 2 = x, y , and C(D 8 , ω, Z 2 , 1) ⊗ ∼ Rep(H 8 ). For each M K,1 (L, 1) ∈ Irr(Mod(C)), we choose M = M (e, ρ K∩L triv ) as in the proof of Proposition 5.26, and we study the k-commutativity of the indecomposable algebra A M ∈ C via Proposition 6.12 as follows. Note that by our choice of M we always have that condition (a) of Proposition 6.12 holds.
For L = e , we have that K ∩ L = e and that N ∩ hLh −1 = e for all h ∈ G. Therefore, conditions (b) and (c) of Proposition 6.12 hold, and A M is k-commutative in this case.
For L = x or xy , we have that K ∩ L = e and that |N ∩ hLh −1 | = 2 for all h ∈ G. So, Proposition 6.12(b,c) hold, and A M is k-commutative in these cases.
For L = z , we have that K ∩ L = z and that |N ∩ hLh −1 | = 1 for all h ∈ G. So, A M is k-commutative.
For L = x, y , we have that K ∩ L = e and that N ∩ hLh −1 = N for all h ∈ G. Take h = e, and recall from Section 5.3 that γ = µ of (4.21). Since ω| N is trivial, according to (4.11) we get
which is a 2-cocycle on N cohomologous to µ. Therefore, µµ
is not a coboundary on N . So A M is not k-commutative in this case, as Proposition 6.12(b) fails.
For L = xy, z , we have that K ∩L = z and that |N ∩hLh −1 | = 2 for all h ∈ G. So, Proposition 6.12(b,c) hold, and A M is k-commutative in this case.
A complete count of the indecomposable bimodules for each pair of algebras above, and thus classification of minimal faithful Rep(H 8 )-path algebras, will be carried out in future work.
